
This book celebrates families in all their wonderful, 
 different combinations. In Families, Families, Families!  
 a host of silly animals represent all kinds of families. 
 Cleverly depicted as portraits, framed and hung,
 these goofy creatures offer a warm celebration 
 of family love. 

 Use this book during storytime to spark discussions
 about modern family dynamics.

 As you read, engage children with questions about
 their own families.

 When you’ve finished reading, ask children to flip    
 through the pages and see if their family portraits   
 match any of the images depicted. If their family
 were animals, what kind would they be? 
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How does your family fit together? 
Make copies, and then cut out the puzzle pieces below for leaves on your family tree. 

Color your puzzle piece leaves and label each one for a different member of your family. 

If you need to expand your family, use the cut pieces as a stencil to create more leaves. 

Glue or tape these pieces to the branches of the tree on the next page. 

Make a family tree as colorful as the personalities in your family!

Family Tree Activity
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EDUCATORS: Reproduce this sheet for your students.       RHTeachersLibrarians.com



No matter your size, shape, or pedigree—
if you love each other, you are a family!
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EDUCATORS: Reproduce this sheet for your students.           RandomHouseKids.com



I Don’t Want to Be a Frog 
by Dev Petty; illustrated by Mike Boldt

978-0-385-37866-6
GLB:  978-0-375-97334-5

Ages: 3–7

Just a Duck?
by Carin Bramsen

978-0-385-38415-5
GLB: 978-0-375-97344-4

Ages: 3–7

There’s No Such Thing as Little
by LeUyen Pham

978-0-385-39150-4
GLB: 978-0-385-39151-1

Ages: 3–7

The Golden Book of Family Fun
by Peggy Brown; illustrated by David Sheldon

978-0-375-86668-5
GLB: 978-0-375-96668-2

Ages: 3–7

I’m Your Peanut Butter Big Brother 
by Selina Alko

978-0-375-85627-3
GLB: 978-0-375-95627-0

Ages: 3–7

 RandomHouseKids.com

by Suzanne Lang & Max Lang

About the author and illustrator:

SUZANNE LANG produces, develops, and writes for children’s  
television. Formerly with Cartoon Network, she is presently the
story editor on an animated comedy series for Cake Entertainment  
and Copa Studios. Suzanne has a BFA in film and television from 
New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts.

MAX LANG is an animation director, storyboard artist, character 
designer, and illustrator. He co-directed the film adaptation of 
the picture book The Gruffalo, which was nominated for an 
Oscar and a BAFTA, as well as the Oscar-nominated adaptation 
of the picture book Room on the Broom, which has won 
numerous awards, including the Cristal for Best TV Production 
at the Annecy International Animation Film Festival.

Enjoy these additional picture book titles from Random House Children’s Books  
about being yourself and loving you, just the way you are!

978-0-553-49938-4
GLB: 978-0-375-97426-7
Ages: 3–7 
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